Abstract: The temperature-induced structural and electronic transformation in VO 2 between the monoclinic M1 and tetragonal rutile phases was studied by means of ab initio molecular dynamics (MD), based on density functional theory with Hubbard correction (DFT+U). Analysis of the dynamical processes associated with the structural transformation was carried out on the atomic scale by following the time evolution of dimerization amplitudes of vanadium atom chains and the twisting angle of vanadium dimers. The electronic transition was studied by tracing the changes in projected densities of states and their correlation with the evolution of the structural transformation. Our results reveal a strong interconnection between the structural and electronic transformations and show that they take place on the same time scale.
INTRODUCTION
Vanadium dioxide VO 2 is a material of long standing interest and is one of the most studied transition metal oxides [1] [2] [3] [4] . At temperature of 340 K it exhibits a temperature-driven structural transition between low-temperature semiconducting non-magnetic monoclinic phase (M1) and high-temperature metallic paramagnetic tetragonal rutile phase (R). The M1 phase has an optical gap of 0.6 eV. The insulator-metal transition is accompanied by dramatic change of resistivity spanning over four orders of magnitude. The transition is first order and structurally represents a displacive transition. In both M1 and R phases the V atoms are arranged in 1D chains. While in the R phase all V atoms are equidistant, in the M1 phase they dimerize creating long bonds of length 3.18Å and short bonds of length 2.54Å- Fig. 1 . The dimerization is accompanied also by zig-zag deformation of chains and doubling of the unit cell in the chain direction. Other phases are also known, most notably another monoclinic phase M2 [5, 6] where only half of the chain is dimerized. This phase can be stabilized by doping or uniaxial stress but will not be addressed in the present study. [38] . Vanadium atoms are dimerized and octahedra are tilted in the monoclinic structure.
FIG. 1. Structure of M1 and R phases of VO2
While the transition in VO 2 is obviously of high interest for fundamental reasons, recently it has been speculated that it might potentially also be of practical use in electronic switching and memristive devices [7] [8] [9] [10] . The theoretical understanding of the transition, however, is still incomplete and represents a puzzle despite a large number of works. The main problem that was extensively studied is the very origin of the insulating properties of the M1 phase. In this respect there are mainly two approaches. The first one interprets the transition within the standard band structure picture as being related to Peierls-type instability of the parent rutile phase. The work by Goodenough [2, 11] suggested that the dimerization causes a splitting of the d x 2 −y 2 band while the zig-zag transversal displacements of V atoms cause a shift of the d xz and d yz bands. Both processes eventually result in creation of the band gap. The other direction attributes the metal-insulator transition upon cooling to strong correlations of d-electrons in V atoms resulting in the Mott insulator [12] . Since the structural and electronic transitions appear to occur at the same time, it raises the "chicken and egg" question which of the two transitions is the primary one. Both these questions and the role of the electronic correlations are still open and actively discussed in the literature [4, 6, .
Many studies were devoted to the possibilities of the description of the M1 and R phases by density functional theory (DFT), employing various kinds of approximate functionals. The study in Ref. [28] showed that within the LDA approximation both phases are correctly obtained as local minima of the Kohn-Sham energy. The M1 phase, however, resulted to be semi-metallic rather than insulating. Since both LDA and GGA approximations are known to underestimate the band gap, in Refs. [35, 39] the DFT+U approach [40, 41] was employed with parameters U=4.2 eV and J=0.8 eV. For static calculations, it was found that this choice provides a satisfactory description of both M1 and R structures as well as a reasonable value of ∼0.6 eV for the band gap.
Considerably less attention was devoted to thermodynamical and dynamical aspects of the transition. Most studies focus on the ideal M1 and R phases at zero temperature and disregard the thermal fluctuations. It is known, however, since long time that the R phase has large value of the Debye-Waller factor which points to strong fluctuations of atomic positions [39, 42, 43] . A recent study [39] analyzed the phonon density of states in both phases, both experimentally and theoretically and concluded that the rutile phase is stabilized by entropy gain due to phonon softening in the metallic phase.
To our knowledge, so far there was no attempt to directly simulate the phase transition by means of ab initio molecular dynamics. Our work attempts to fill this gap in the literature by providing a detailed picture of the evolution of atomic and electronic structure across the thermally induced transition.
METHODS
We simulated a fairly large system composed of 768 atoms by ab initio MD in the NPT ensemble using the VASP code [44] [45] [46] [47] . In order to describe the system we chose to work within the PBE+U functional. This approximate functional appears as reasonable compromise between accuracy and computational cost. We found, however, that in order to get as close as possible to experimental conditions it is useful to modify the values of U and J. As noted in Ref. [39] these values aside from the band gap affect also the energy difference between the M1 and R phases and therefore can be expected to directly influence also the transition temperature. For our purpose the most suitable values were found to be U=3.15 eV and J=0.6 eV. Further details about the simulation procedure and choice of U, J can be found in Suppl. Mat.
RESULTS

M1-R transition -atomic structure
In order to monitor the evolution of the system across the transition we focus on two structural quantitiesdimerization amplitudes (DA) and the zig-zag displacement (tilting of V-V dimers). Definitions of these two structural parameters are provided in Suppl. Mat. We start with the transition induced by heating the M1 phase. At T = 400 K we observed that the system attempts transitions from M1 to R phase but within 18 ps of the simulation time the monoclinic phase persisted. The evolution of dimerization amplitudes at this temperature is provided in Fig. S3 . It is quite possible that if we could wait a longer time the system could eventually transform from M1 to R. However, such a test would be prohibitively CPU time expensive. Increasing temperature to 450 K allowed the structural transition from M1 to R to complete within the reasonable CPU time of a few ps. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of DA and twisting angle across the transition. The decrease of DA from ≈ 0.15Å to 0 proceeds simultaneously with the adaptation of the twisting angle from 7
• to 0
• [29] . This indicates no separation between dimerization and tilting processes during the transition. After the transition to R, fluctuations of individual DA are considerably larger than in M1, which is directly related to the large fluctuations of V atoms (see Suppl. Mat. for more details).
Alongside with the evolution of DA and twisting angle, the evolution of the M1-R transformation can be represented by plotting V-V radial distribution functions (RDFs) from several short time intervals during the transformation. In relatively sharp two first peaks that upon transition merge into a broad peak where the presence of two peaks is still visible. This shows that the fluctuations of V atoms in the R phase above the transition are substantial.
M1-R transition -electronic structure
A standard band structure picture provides a description of M1 band gap as a mutual effect of V-V dimerization, which causes splitting of V-d x 2 −y 2 states and zig-zag displacement of dimers (tilting) that leads to energetic upshift of V-d xz and d yz states, in the local geometry of V1 atoms [2, 6, 11, 14, 17, 27, 30] . The Peierls-like instability hence, in standard notation, applies to a 1g states in an embedded background of e π g states. The time evolution of projected electronic densities of states (peDOS) during the M1 to R phase transition that occurred in the simulations at 450 K is shown in Fig. 4 . We note that within the applied PBE+U scheme the band gap drops to nearly zero value even before the transition, effectively turning the M1 phase, semiconducting at T = 0, into semimetal. The principal change in peDOS applies for a 1g states that, after being split in dimerized M1 (0.01 ps), become merged after the transition into R (3.2 ps). At the same time, disappearance of tilting brings energy of e π g states below the Fermi level E F and the states become partially occupied. The V1-d z 2 and d xy -derived states, which participate in V-O bonds, do not change upon the transition much.
The correlation between electronic and atomic structure (Fig. 4 and Fig. 2 , respectively) indicates that these two aspects of M1-R transformation are closely related and we did not observe any evidence of separation between electronic and structural transition. Also, the two different types of atomic motion -loss of dimerization and loss of tilting, that are directly reflected in a g 1 anti-splitting and e π g energy lowering, respectively, proceed mutually as well, as one could already conclude from Fig. 2 .
R-M1 transition
After obtaining the R phase, we also tried to decrease the temperature in order to study the symmetry-breaking process of the reverse R to M1 transition. We found that cooling rate (which is adjustable in NPT simulation) crucially influences the final product of dimerization process. If fast quenching was applied (temperature dropped by 100 K in 2 ps), a dimerized form with randomly distributed V-V dimers was created. On the other hand, if considerably slower cooling rate was applied (decrease by 100 K lasted for over 15 ps), a much more organized state was obtained - Fig. 5 . In this state, most of the individual chains emerged properly, but their overall arrangement was not regular as is in the M1 phase. The failure of V-V dimers to organize on a long-range scale may be attributed to the limited simulation time that is accessible in first-principles dynamical studies. The system upon cooling dimerizes in order to decrease its energy, but follows a randomly chosen pathway on the energy landscape, which usually leads into a metastable local minimum (corresponding to dimerized, but not fully-organized crystalline state). The system afterwards remains trapped in this state and reaching the global minimum requires a longer time scale. This might be partially avoided by using very slow thermal equilibration enabling system to explore a larger region of the configuration space, in analogy to the phenomenon of glass formation via rapid melt quenching, where disordered system is formed from the liquid upon fast quenching, while at lower cooling rates a regular crystal can be obtained instead.
coherent X-ray diffraction comparison
It is useful to contrast ab initio calculations with complementary ultra-fast pump-probe coherent X-ray diffraction experiments that provide access to femto-second time-resolution and angstrom spatial resolution. Such experiments have become feasible with the recent advent of 4 th generation X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) synchrotron facilities such as the European XFEL. The spatially varying far-field scattering amplitude distribution is proportional to the exponentiated phase associated with scattering from each atom in the supercell. Monitoring changes in the simulated scattering angle and intensity from the speckle pattern provides direct comparison of theory with experiment (see Suppl. Mat.). Fig. 6 shows the intensity of the resulting speckle patterns' centroid plotted as a function of t. As the total intensity of the speckle pattern is dependent on the amplitude of the complex object, only the relative value of the diffraction patterns' intensity is meaningful in the simulations. A characteristic dip lasting for 400 fs is observed immediately before the rutile phase begins at ca. 3.5 ps, which corresponds nicely with the onset of dimerization (Fig. 2) . This is also observed experimentally (See Newton et al., Ref. [32] ) and can be attributed to destructive interference due to disordering at the onset of the structural transition. The intensity dip is also understood from the perspective of fundamental Fourier optics where it can be shown that a phase object imaged with a limited transfer function produces sharp reduction in scattering intensity precisely at the location of the phase change. [48] FIG. 6. Scattering intensity of centroid position during simulation at 450 K. A dip in intensity coincides with the onset of the structural transition.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we studied the structural and electronic transition in VO 2 by means of ab initio molecular dynamics in variable-cell approach. Within the employed PBE+U description, the temperature-induced transition from M1 to R phase was observed at the transition temperature of 450 K. We found that dimerization and tilting of octahedra evolve at the same time scale and electronic and structural changes occur concurrently, as revealed by detailed microscopic analysis of structural and electronic transformations. The reverse process of dimerization upon cooling the rutile phase was found, however, to be critically contingent upon the rate of cooling. Moreover, we find that the high-temperature rutile phase is characterized by large fluctuations of positions of V atoms, in good agreement with the large value of the Debye-Waller factor known from experiment. Supplementary Material -Ab initio molecular dynamics study of the structural and electronic transition in VO 2
EFFECT OF HUBBARD PARAMETERS ON STRUCTURAL, ENERGETIC AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF VO2
In our simulations, we used three different settings for U and J parameters, which yield different lattice parameters, M1 band gap and energy difference ∆E between monoclinic M1 and rutile R phases at T = 0. These different settings of the parameters also resulted in different T c (U,J) observed in the MD simulations and also in different energy difference ∆E at the corresponding T = T c (U,J). Results are summarized in Tables I and II TABLE II . MD-obtained Tc and energy differences ∆E at T = 0 and at T=Tc(U,J) for different U and J. Experimental latent heat at Tc = 340 K was measured to be 14.7 meV/atom [39] .
The optimal U, J setting that yields best compromise between the band gap, energetics of VO 2 phases and MDestimated T c between M1 and R was found to be U = 3.15 eV, J = 0.6 eV with T c =450 K. The corresponding band structure of M1 and R phases and projected densities of states (peDOS) calculated with these parameters are shown in Figs. S1 and S2, respectively.
DEFINITION OF ORDER PARAMETERS
The actual structural state of the system during the MD simulations was determined by tracking the dimerization amplitudes (DA) of individual chains of V atoms and the average tilting parameter of V-V dimers. We define the dimerization amplitude of a chain by the formula
where j = 1...n is the index of a chain atom (with total of n atoms in a chain within the supercell) and ∆x j is the deviation of V atom coordinate from its ideal position in the R phase. The dimerization amplitude for each i-th chain -d i hence for the R phase equals zero, while for M1 it is 0.169Å for an optimized (T=0) structure. There are 32 chains in our simulation sample, each with 8 V atoms, whose DA were averaged to obtained mean DA.
The tilting order parameter is defined here as the average angle δ between the dimers and the a-axis (in M1 supercell geometry). The twisting angle yields 0 in the R phase and ≈ 7.5
• in T=0 M1. There are 128 dimers in our simulation sample and the tilting parameter was taken as the average twisting angle from all these dimers.
EVOLUTION AT 400 K BEFORE THE M1-R TRANSITION
As described in the main text, at T=400 K the system simulated with U=3.15 eV and J=0.6 eV exhibited large fluctuations of DAs towards low values - Fig. S3 , which corresponds to the fact that some chains were fairly disrupted during some time intervals within the MD run. This regular loss of the long-range order between some dimers is an indication that the transitions from M1 to R already tries to initiate.
After rising the temperature to 450 K, the M1 phase quickly transformed into R, as described in the main text. The pictures of the actual simulation supercells with 768 atoms before and after this process are shown in Fig. S4 . 
TRANSITIONS AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
The M1-R transformations were observed at different temperatures when different U, J settings were used and the main results are summarized in Table II These large fluctuations of V atoms in the R phase are the well-known cause for the large Debye-Waller factors that are commonly observed in XRD experiments [43] . This implies that V atoms remain relatively long time far away from their mean positions in R indicating a flat energy surface for the variation of V atomic positions, in contrast to M1, where the movement of V atoms in dimers is much more constrained. This might possibly be attributed to the strong tendency of vanadium atoms to dimerize even at the P-T conditions corresponding to the stable R phase region.
COHERENT X-RAY DIFFRACTION DURING THE M1-R TRANSITION
Bragg coherent X-ray diffraction imaging (BCXDI) is a lens-less imaging technique that permits imaging of crystalline materials with a sub-angstrom sensitivity. It is largely non-destructive and provides strain tensor information at the surface and throughout the bulk of a material. Experimentally, BCXDI is routinely performed at 3 rd generation synchrotron facilities by illuminating a sample with a spatially coherent X-ray source while ensuring that the coherence length exceeds the dimensions of the crystal. In the Bragg reflection geometry, scattered light from the crystal interferes in the far-field, producing a three-dimensional k-space speckle pattern. The diffracted intensity is measured using an area X-ray detector which is positioned far enough away from the sample to resolve the finest fringes of the speckle pattern. The third dimension is obtained by rotating the Ewald sphere through the Bragg condition while maintaining a largely fixed incident (k i ) and reflected (k f ) wave vector. Iterative phase reconstruction methods are then used to recover the complex three-dimensional electron density and phase information. The displacement of ions throughout the bulk is directly related to the phase and can be used to obtain strain information according to the
